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In the 1950s most countries did not allow women to work in Antarctica and there were few opportunities for our younger female researchers and to stimulate girls around the world to pursue science careers. This will be an ongoing process, with 70 new biographies already accepted onto the encyclopaedia! University of Cambridge Bibliography of encyclopedias: history - Wikipedia Encyclopaedia of Antarctica and the Southern Oceans. The other side of Eden: hunter-gatherers, farmers and the shaping of the world. Aided subscriptions has changed and in future all claims will be made by The Cambridge Foundation. Sir Vivian Fuchs Encyclopedia.com Since the first sailing ships spied the Antarctic coastline in 1820, the frozen continent has captured the world’s imagination. David Day’s brilliant biography of Sir Vivian Fuchs. Curriculum Vitae - Environmental Research & Assessment ? Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Stonehouse, B. (1990a) Stonehouse, B. (2002) Encyclopaedia of Antarctica and the Southern Oceans. London: John Wiley & Sons. Encyclopedia of Atmospheric Sciences ScienceDirect Proceedings of the Eighth International Symposium on the Tardigrada, July–August 2000. Biological Reviews of the Cambridge Philosophical Society 67 (1992): 1–29. (and others) are described in detail elsewhere in this encyclopaedia. Encyclopedia of the Antarctic - Google Books Result University Press. Dr Bernard Stonehouse worked in Antarctica from 15 November to 4 January, 1997, and Encyclopaedia of Antarctica, a compilation involving Encyclopedia of the Antarctic - edited by Riffenburgh B. Routledge PDF Encyclopedia of the Antarctic - edited by Riffenburgh B. Routledge, New York. Discover the world’s research. Nevertheless the Encyclopaedia represents a quantum leap. Bibliography of encyclopedias: geography - Wikipedia He was educated at Cambridge University, where he studied geology. Trans-Antarctic expedition as part of the activities of the International Geophysical Year. The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Japan (Cambridge World). So expensive and unreliable is the transport link through the world’s worst Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge, England; Antarctica,